ARCHITECTURAL SPECIFICATIONS
OUTLINE GTO-DF

The loudspeaker shall be a 6-transducer, 2-way, passive, bi-amplified, low-distortion module for downfill applications. It shall perfectly match the complementary system (GTO, GTO C-12), being designed by the same company and featuring high-grade components manufactured by the same speaker corporation to ensure the same tonal balance and voicing.
The transducers shall consist of four eight-inch, partially horn-loaded mid-woofers with neodymium magnets and two three-inch compression drivers loaded by acoustic lenses coupled to a constant directivity and asymmetric horn.
All the radiating surfaces shall be arranged in a perfectly symmetrical configuration.
The compact cabinet shall be constructed with 15 mm phenolic glued Baltic birch plywood and its design shall facilitate the acoustic coupling of the boxes up to the highest frequencies (asymmetric V-Power Seamless Baffle Concept).
The cabinet shall be finished with high-quality, wear-resistant and weather-proof paint.
The handles grips shall be positioned at 45° in order to facilitate lifting in both horizontal and vertical positions and the general management of the system (transportation, moving as well as installation).
The rigging hardware shall be completely integrated into the cabinet and made with aeronautical grade aluminium alloy with a special material treatment preventing corrosion and giving further strength and resistance.
The loudspeaker shall mount the following connector types: a NL4 speakON (1+/1- for midrange and 2+/2- for high frequency) plus one LKI8 (8-pin, military grade with E/F for midrange and G/H for high frequency).
The nominal acoustic dispersion of a single cabinet shall be 120° on the horizontal plane and from 0° to -25° (on axis -12.5°) on the vertical plane.
The frequency response shall be 200 Hz to 18.5 kHz (-10dB).
Maximum peak SPL output for one box shall be 144.5 dB calculated using +10dB crest factor signal @ 1m, free field. 
The power handling of the mid-section shall be 800 W AES continuous and 3200 W AES peak, while for the high section it shall be respectively 250/1000 W AES.
The nominal impedance of the mid-section shall be 8 Ω, for the high section it shall be 16 Ω.
The enclosure shall be 465 mm high, 1181 mm wide, 655 mm deep and the weight shall be 78 Kg (172 lb).

